
KHUBA International
Helping Kids Change the World



KHUBA International

…the premiere resource for children and families of 

every country of the world to better understand and 

serve their counterparts internationally, fostering 

world-class citizenship.

Our mission is to give children worldwide the various 

tools, support, motivation and rewards necessary to 

become responsible, knowledgeable and caring world 

citizens.



KHUBA International

KHUBA International is an educational enrichment 

company for kids aged 3-17 and their families.

We help kids become engaged, knowledgeable, 

caring world citizens through their participation 

in interactive online learning as well as hands-on, 

real-world, badge-earning activities within five central 

themes:



KHUBA International

We create programs for our members to learn how to be wise and 

caring stewards of the environment at home and in their travels 

domestically and all over the world; we customize community-

building activities for our members, helping them to become in-the-

know, vital members of their local communities; we create cultural 

exchange programs where members learn about cultures different than 

their own and share their own unique cultures; we create opportunities 

for our members to live out their commitment to others, serving those 

in true need all around them and throughout the world; and we promote 

an increased level of personal excellence via our rewarding of the 

progress of our members in their personal areas of interest.

KHUBA International is in the business of creating renaissance 

kids – kids who aspire to greatness every day – kindling their 

inner fire to become great global citizens.  



Programs designed to entertain, inform and inspire children to be renaissance 

kids. Programming is built around key learning themes:  community-building, 

environmental stewardship, cultural exchange, service to others and personal 

excellence.

Programming Highlights

Cultural Exchange

Environmental Stewardship

 Releasing turtles into the ocean at key
international partner sites

 Reading aloud to younger children

 Hosting international dinners

 Shopping and cooking for the elderly

 Deliver groceries to the housebound

 Feed your neighbor day

 Improve in the area of focus of your choice

 Scholarships available for low income 
families to travel abroad in cultural 
exchange programs

 Composting labs

 Urban garden plantings
Personal Excellence



To Children…

…we offer a well-rounded education based on active, participatory 

learning and experiences. As opposed to passive learning.  We offer a 

platform from which kids learn to build a foundation of love, care and 

service to others.  We help them build an attitude of selflessness and 

excellence.  

We offer an education with a real-world impact.  Hands-on, 

experiential-based learning alongside professionals in the field.  All this 

is enhanced and supported by robust on-line curricula and self-paced 

technologically-advanced modes of learning and self-expression.  

We offer tangible encouragement – encouragement that kids can 

touch and feel a sense of accomplishment with, via a system of 

consistent rewards.  We offer the discovery of new things, Supporting 

and fostering the kind of life values that will make kids stand out from 

the crowd.



To Parents…

…we offer the comforting knowledge that their children are becoming more 

self-motivated and self-assured.  Parental pride surges when they are 

convinced that their children are receiving a uniquely first-rate education, 

rather than just being pushed through a brick and mortar system with 

precious little one-on-one time spent with educators. 

While on vacation, parents also take comfort knowing that their kids are able 

to continue their studies abroad, doing something worthy of sharing on their 

return.  We also provide a challenging and energizing platform of parental 

engagement and unique partnership opportunities that assist parents in their 

connections with their kids as they explore new horizons and participate in 

unique activities together.  



To Families…

…we offer a deeper integration into the local community, where families 

can meet and get to know new families and forge new connections both 

locally and abroad.  

KHUBA International helps solidify and unify the home life of 

participating families.  Families share the world together as they pursue 

world-changing endeavors in common.  

KHUBA International’s goal is to give families opportunities to act on 

and deepen their sense of purpose together.



To Communities…

To local communities, we offer, over time, an increase in the education 

level of residents, a lower crime rate, and a more robust service 

environment.  

Those in need in the community will be better served.  Their residents 

will be higher achievers.  It will be the kids that put their towns on the 

map.  



To Educators…

To the education community, we offer alternatives to the brick and 

mortar avenue of learning.  We offer higher-achieving students who are 

more adept at working in teams, more fluent in current events, more 

linguistically intelligent, more sensitive to the needs of others, and 

harder working.  

Better test scores in math and science due to the extracurricular lab 

work and hands-on experience working on environmental stewardship 

and sustainability pursuits, as well as higher linguistic ability due to the 

higher level of written communication required to earn Global 

Achievement Emblems.



Access for All Families…

To low-income families we offer scholarships which afford opportunities to travel the 

world and gain valuable hands-on learning experiences which will help your children 

navigate successfully through a highly-competitive educational environment back 

home.  

We offer the kinds of experiences that will help financially-strapped families to position 

their children in favorable ways to gain entry into the best colleges and universities in 

the world.  

Most importantly, KHUBA International is committed to helping generate and maintain 

a high level of enthusiasm and zeal for lifelong learning that will enable the children of 

low-income families to escape the lure of drugs, crime and gangs, rising above the 

life’s hurdles to become solid, well-rounded citizens of the world with a lot to offer and 

a lot to celebrate.  

Built in to the KHUBA International scholarship program, is a requirement to give back 

to new scholarship beneficiaries upon successful matriculation.



Tomorrow’s Leaders

We offer children active involvement in the solutions to the world’s most 

pressing problems.  Through exploration and active study on trips abroad, 

young people will have meaningful experiences that are infused with a deep 

appreciation and respect for nature and an understanding of how to live more 

environmentally responsibly when they return home.  

The children of today are tomorrow’s world leaders.  We help today’s children to 

know what it is to do their part to protect theirs and others’ environment.   

Our goal is to affect an increased level of peace, unity and mutual 

understanding on a global level via cross-cultural exchanges and the 

propagation of an attitude of habitual international service in all children 

worldwide.


